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ABSTRACT

Interruptions while driving can be quite dangerous, whether
these are self-interruptions or external interruptions. They
increase driver workload and reduce performance on the
primary driving task. Being able to identify when a driver is
interruptible is critical for building systems that can mediate
these interruptions. In this paper, we collect sensor and
human-annotated data from 15 drivers, including vehicle
motion, traffic states, physiological responses and driver
motion. We demonstrate that this data can be used to build
a machine learning classifier that can determine
interruptibility every second with a 94% accuracy. We
present both population and individual models and discuss
the features that contribute to the high performance of this
system. Such a classifier can be used to build systems that
mediate when drivers use technology to self-interrupt and
when drivers are interrupted by technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Human attention is a finite resource [25]. When interrupted
while performing a task, this resource is split between two
interactive tasks. People have to decide whether the benefits
from the interruptive interaction will be enough to offset the
loss of attention from the original task. They may choose to
ignore or delay dealing with the interruption to a more
convenient time. They may alternately choose to
immediately address the interruption but this comes with a
risk of reduced performance on the primary task or a delay
in resuming their primary task [19, 22, 27].
The issue of dealing with peripheral tasks (both selfinterruptions and external interruptions) is particularly critical
in driving situations. Under normal driving conditions,
drivers should have an appropriate following distance
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(ideally 2-3 seconds behind the car in front of you [e.g., 12])
for safe driving. This following distance provides the driver
with enough reaction time to decide whether to stop, slow
down, or otherwise react to changing driving conditions.
However, driving guidelines like this assume that the driver
is fully attending to the driving task. If a driver is
performing peripheral tasks, those not directly related to the
driving task (e.g., turning off a smartphone alarm or
changing the radio station), she needs to manage when to
divide her attention. Depending on the frequency and
duration of these additional tasks, drivers need to adapt how
they apply safe driving guidelines.
Fortunately, drivers naturally adapt to changing driving
conditions when dealing with peripheral tasks, e.g., waiting
for a red light to attend to these tasks, and not performing
them in heavy traffic. They determine appropriate timings
for changing the positions of their hands on the steering
wheel, controlling the foot pedals, all while monitoring
adjacent traffic. However, if a demand for peripheral
interaction arrives at an inappropriate or unexpected time
(e.g., phone rings while changing lanes to exit the highway),
it can lead to dangerous driving situations which may result
in a driving violation, accident or even loss of life. In fact,
25% of car accidents in the U.S. are related to phone use [8].
By identifying situations or patterns when drivers are not
able to attend to peripheral tasks due to their current state
and driving situation, a workload manager (e.g., Green [9]),
may regulate the flow of information to drivers that could
otherwise interfere with driving. Intelligent systems will be
able to mediate the delivery of external interruptions, or
even disable phone/infotainment systems to mediate selfinterruptions [e.g., 24], to support safer driving.
In this context, we investigate when and how drivers
perform peripheral activities while driving. We identify
driver and driving states and road configurations in which
drivers choose to deal with interruptions.
Specifically, we explore three overarching questions:
 What are the driver and driving states in which drivers
perform peripheral activities?
 What sensors and sensor features best explain the states
in which drivers perform peripheral interactions?
 How quickly and accurately can systems assess
opportunities for peripheral interaction?

Through an in-car data collection with 15 drivers, we
collected a large variety of sensor data to understand driver
state and driving situations including vehicle motion states,
road conditions, driver motion changes, and physiological
responses, while capturing driver interactions and traffic
states during naturalistic driving. We demonstrate that this
data can be used to build a population model that is 94%
accurate at determining the interruptibility of a driver each
second. We discuss the most informative features that
contribute to this performance, and how such a model can
be used in practice for mediating interruptions while
driving. We start with an overview of background work
motivating the need for sensor-based assessment of driving
experiences during naturalistic driving, especially in the
situations of divided attention due to in-car interruptions.
BACKGROUND WORK
Driver Experience Sampling

Traditionally, user experience has been sampled by asking
people to stop mid-task and note their experience [17]. The
point is for users to record in situ aspects of experience like
mental effort or emotion, based on their own judgment.
When users are engaged in naturalistic and uncontrolled
real-world tasks, that approach provides low-resolution data
since sampling rates need to be low to avoid disrupting the
user too much, but are often too low to track dynamically
varying user states [10]. This problem is especially
disadvantageous in mobile contexts such as driving.
In automotive contexts, when directed to self-report
experience, drivers must divert their attention from the
driving task. This can diminish cognitive capabilities for the
primary task by drawing attention to interruptive demands
for peripheral interaction; while driving, interruptions can
negatively impact primary task performance. As well, when
sampling user state at the end of a driving session, in situ
variations of that state can be blurred in relation to the
overall user experience. Due to these potential issues, driver
experience sampling based on self-reports has typically
been explored for evaluating user interfaces (e.g.,
dashboard designs) or within driving simulations (e.g.,
[13],[16]) where interruptions are less dangerous.
In our work, we seek to better understand the relationship
between a driver’s performance of peripheral tasks and insitu driver states and driving contexts. This necessitates the
continuous sampling of user state while driving; therefore,
we mainly explore sensor-based assessments to sample
driver states. This approach provides quantifiable, finegrained data in real-time. The feasibility of this approach
has been validated in simulated driving experimentation
(e.g., [12], [21]), and we apply this to naturalistic driving.
Interruptions

As the physical world becomes increasingly connected with
our information spaces, so too is the likelihood that
information will be pushed to people during the
performance of real-world tasks. At best, those

interruptions may alert users to important warnings or
messages, inquire about people’s status (e.g., affective
states or health conditions for health care), or deliver
information that can benefit task performance. Despite this
potential value, dealing with these interruptions through
peripheral interaction (interaction not directly related to the
primary task) demands cognitive attention that can
negatively and variably impact user experience. An
improved understanding of user availability or
interruptibility is necessary for mediating this impact.
Task interruptions result in a time lag before users can
resume their primary task, and thus decrease primary task
performance [19, 27]. Appropriate timings of interruptions
can reduce the impact on users. For example, in the context
of desktop computing, interruptions delivered at points of
lower mental workload reduced resumption lags and
minimized disruption in primary task performance
compared to interruptions at points of higher mental
workload [1, 6]. In an experiment in which participants
were interrupted with emails about consumer products and
prices [22], users who experienced deferrable interruptions
during high cognitive workload tasks frequently
disregarded the notifications until they reached low
workload periods. The results of another experiment
showed that when peripheral tasks involving reasoning,
reading or arithmetic interrupt the execution of primary
tasks, users require more time to complete the primary tasks,
commit more errors, and become more annoyed and
increasingly anxious than when those same peripheral tasks
were presented at the boundary between primary tasks [2].
These studies offer important insights for designing humancentered interruptions; however, they have mostly explored
static, on-screen tasks mediated with conventional
computers or mobile devices (e.g., the impact of call
notifications for smartphone users [3]). Little research has
been conducted to replicate these findings or approaches for
delivering interruptions in situations in which users cannot
fully divert their attention from the primary task (e.g.,
driving cars) and in which interruption timings can
critically impact the user experience. We attempt to address
this in our work.
Naturalistic driving

To ensure driver safety, driving studies about dual task
paradigms have mostly been conducted in simulated
environments [e.g., 21]. When using sensors to track drivers’
eye gazes or physiological responses in these simulations,
the experimental design requires special attention to
achieve valid and realistic data. Due to this issue of driver
safety, existing naturalistic driving datasets mostly include
audiovisual records, traffic and lane information from
vision-based systems [e.g., 18], and researcher-estimated
driver states using image processing techniques [e.g., 15]
on videos from multiple cameras installed in cars.
Recent advances in wearable technologies have resulted in
sensors that are less intrusive and more comfortable to wear;

nnevertheless litttle research (ee.g., [23]) has been performed
thhat tracks driv
ver body motion or physiolo
ogical responsses
dduring naturallistic driving. Driver work
kload has been
m
mostly evoked
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nds
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s
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inntervals [26]). On-board diagnostic
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(OB
BD) systems or
aaccelerometers on the steeriing wheel hav
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aassess driver aggressivenesss, driving en
nvironment an
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vvehicle states (e.g., [7, 11]). In
I our work, we
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thhese sensing teechnologies to
o help us identiify which senssor
sstreams and feeatures are mo
ost useful for tracking driv
ver
sstate and the performance of peripherall activities; our
o
nnovelty lies in detecting
g driver inteerruptibility by
b
ccontinuously monitoring
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natu
uralistic driverr / driving stattes
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d

inform
mation from thee OBD devicee and body-woorn sensors
via Bluuetooth and loggged sensor daata streams in real-time.
Main task: Study pparticipants performed two ssessions of
naturallistic field driiving. Driving routes in botth sessions
were sselected to com
mbine both citty streets and highways.
The rooute in the 1st session consiisted mainly oof highway
drivingg to a shoppinng mall. Driveers were allow
wed to take
any prreferred or fa
familiar route to get the destination
(accordding to Googlee maps, the deestination was 14.7 miles
away).. The route inn the 2nd sessiion consisted mainly of
drivingg on city streeets to a sportts stadium in our city’s
downtoown area, aloong with shorrter lengths of highway
drivingg compared too the previous session. In thhis session,
driverss were asked tto drive using a provided Gaarmin GPS
to reacch the destinatioon (Google maaps: 4.8 miles).

E
EXPERIMENTA
AL SETUP

Some participants peerformed bothh driving sessioons on the
same dday while otheers performed them on diffeerent days.
By fixiing the destinaations, and in tthe 2nd session, the route,
driverss were exposeed to similar cconfiguration oof roads in
terms oof the number of signal lightts and signs to encounter,
the lenngth of highw
ways and streetts, road curveedness, and
hill graadient. By leavving flexibilityy about the rouute to take
in the 1st session, wee were able to collect data froom driving
on fam
miliar and unfam
miliar routes.

H
Here we descrribe our experiimental metho
od for collectin
ng
nnaturalistic driiving data forr the purposee of identifyin
ng
ssituations when
n peripheral intteractions occu
ur.
P
Participants: We recruited
d 25 drivers (age M=32..0,
SSD=14.3, age raange: 19 - 69, gender:
g
14 femaale and 11 malee).
P
Participants weere asked to drive
d
their own
n cars and weere
ccompensated with
w $20. The experiment
e
too
ok approximateely
tw
wo hours to complete, includiing about 1.25 hours of drivin
ng.
P
Participants haad 14.5 yearrs of driving experience on
o
aaverage (SD=13.2, range: 1 - 52 years). Th
hey self-reported
thhat they drovee on city streets 8.7 times perr week (SD=7..1,
rrange: 2 - 35 times)
t
and on highways 4.5 times per week
((SD=4.7, rangee: 1 - 20 times). They used faamiliar routes 8.8
8
tiimes per week
k (SD=9.4, rang
ge: 2 - 50 timess) and unfamiliiar
rroutes 1.2 timees per week (S
SD=1.0, range: 0-3 times). Th
he
aaverage driving
g trip duration
n was 30.4 minutes (SD=19..2,
rrange: 10 - 100
0 minutes).

Session
ns: There wass a set of activvities perform
med in each
sessionn: we installed the devices inn drivers’ cars and helped
them wear the phyysiological seensors, time-ssynced the
device s and collectted baseline data, and haad drivers
compleete a pre-questtionnaire, perfoorm the drivingg task, and
compleete a post-task questionnaire and interview..
For syyncing the deevices, experiimenters shoook all the
wearabble sensors forr a period of tw
wenty seconds,, once after
device setup both prrior to and afteer completing tthe driving
tasks. Those time-w
windows were used for synnchronizing
timestaamps across daata streams from
m the worn sennsors.
For coollecting baseliine measurements, drivers w
were asked
to gripp the steering wheel at the three and ninne o’clock
positioons, while cloosing their eyyes after takinng a deep
breath.. We collectedd sensor data streams from the bodyworn ssensors for 60 sseconds of thiss “at rest” behaavior.

Figure 1: Experimental setup
p – two smartph
hone cameras, five
f
body-worn seensors, and one on-board diagn
nostics in the ca
ars.

T
Test-bed: As shown
s
in Figu
ure 1, we plugg
ged an on-boaard
ddiagnostics (OB
BD) device in
n study particiipants’ cars, an
nd
thhey were askeed to wear fiv
ve body-worn sensor devicees:
ffour accelerom
meter sensors for
fo capturing body
b
motion an
nd
oone chest belt sensor for traccking physiolo
ogical responsees.
W
We installed tw
wo smartphones in each car - one on the fro
ont
w
windshield and
d the other on the head-rest of
o the passeng
ger
sseat. The phon
ne cameras recorded traffic in adjacent lan
nes
aand drivers’ activities
a
in th
he cars. They
y also received

In the pre-questionnnaire prior to 1st driving session, we
collectted demographhic informatioon of study pparticipants
and infformation abouut driving freqquency and pattterns when
perform
ming peripheraal interactions iin cars.
In the ppost-questionnnaire after eachh driving sessiion, drivers
were asked to deescribe situatiions during ttheir justcompleeted session, ((e.g., number oof passengers, familiarity
to driiving routes, traffics, seensor comforrt, driving
perform
mance) and com
mplete a NASA
A-TLX assessm
ment.
In the ppost-interview
w, we sought too validate our hypothesis
that thhe driver and ddriving contextts can help us determine
when drivers cann perform pperipheral innteractions.
Specifi
fically, we pressented drivers w
with 17 imagess of drivers

performing secondary tasks while driving (e.g., eating, car
radio interaction), and then asked them to comment on all
the activities that they conducted during their driving
session, explain what factors led them to perform those
peripheral interactions, including traffic, in-car and on-road
situations, and then comment on whether the moments
when they chose to initiate peripheral interactions while
driving would also be good for being interrupted.
Peripheral Interaction Moments Correspond to Driver
Interruptibility

In regular driving situations, there are many instances of
drivers engaging in peripheral interactions: actions that take
place in the car, but are not related to driving the car. We
believe that these instances can be used as ground truth of
moments when the driver believes he is able to enter a
situation of divided attention [5], and, therefore can better
deal with interruptions. This belief needs to be validated.
For example, if a driver eats or drinks while at a red light
and she usually interacts with the car radio interface
searching for a particular radio station while driving at a
constant speed on a street with no noticeable grade or curve
in the road, these situations represent conditions in which
the driver feels she is able to divide her attention. Drivers
may consciously or subconsciously know about the
moments in which they can perform multiple tasks at the
same time. If they are not actually engaged in any
peripheral interaction during such a situation, this may
imply that this moment can be used to interrupt the driver
with external information (e.g., upcoming traffic
information, text message or even advertisements), more
safely than in other conditions where no peripheral
interactions are ever performed (e.g., during acceleration or
driving on a sharp curve). It is also important to separate
out interactions with activities that are performed to directly
support the driving task – for example, operating blinkers
for changing lanes and wipers for better visibility when
raining. Moments involving these types of tasks cannot
necessarily be viewed as opportunities for performing
peripheral interactions or interrupting the user.
Validation: In the post interviews, all drivers described
moments in which they initiated peripheral interactions
during the driving session they just completed. They stated
that these moments were appropriate for being interrupted.
One participant said he would perform peripheral
interactions “usually if I was at a red light or if I was stuck
in traffic, also depends on the situation - if I don't have to
make a turn and it's a straight road. I didn't do anything
while I was making a turn or going through an intersection.
I waited until it was a straight stretch of road with no
places where cars would pull out and low traffic.”
Another said “In most cases, I chose when to have the
interaction - when to turn on the wipers, when to change
the radio station or adjust the volume... except when I
needed more attention on driving. Wipers I turned on

because there was too much stuff on the view. Radio, I
changed channels when I thought it was a good time too. If
I were stopped in traffic, then yes, I would think that that's
also a good time to [receive interruptions].”
TIME-SERIES DATA

Based on these interview results validating that moments in
which peripheral interactions are performed are times when
drivers could be interrupted, we proceeded with the analysis
of the captured sensor data to automatically identify these
moments. We started this process with identifying ground
truth about what drivers were doing during driving sessions.
Videos and Annotation features

Camera 1: One of the two smartphone cameras was used
for examining drivers’ activities in cars. We manually
labeled the captured videos for moments when peripheral
interactions were performed and not performed. We used
five labels. DRIVING_I includes activities that are quite
central to the primary driving task (e.g., changing grip
positions, operating levers for blinkers or wipers, switches
for opening side windows), whereas PI includes activities
that are not directly central to the primary task (e.g., eating
food, manipulating the air conditioner or car radio, talking
on the phone). ONE_HAND_DRIVE_WITH_NO_PI was
used to label moments when one of the driver’s hands was
off the steering wheel but that hand was not performing any
specific activity. NO_HAND_DRIVE was used for moments
when both hands were off the steering wheel and not
performing any peripheral activity. STEERING_ONLY was
used for moments when both hands were on the wheel.
From our interviews, moments that are labeled with PI or
NO_HAND_DRIVE indicate that drivers have higher
interruptibility, compared with moments of DRIVING_I
or STEERING_ONLY.
Camera 2: The other smartphone camera was used for
assessing the traffic around the driver. We labeled the
videos for the amount of traffic visible in front of the car, to
the left and right of the car, and in the oncoming lanes. The
traffic labels we used were NO_TRAFFIC, IGNORABLE,
SOME, A_LOT based on the approximate distance of
adjacent cars and the number of cars. If the traffic in the
oncoming lane was occluded by cars in the left lane or a
center guardrail on a highway, we labeled it as OCCLUDED.
We also had a label indicating the car’s movement, whether
it was STOPPED or MOVING.
Three experimenters, each having more than 4-years
experience in psychology or human computer interaction,
reviewed videos from the smartphones and labeled the kind,
start time, and end time of drivers’ peripheral activities, and
traffic. Note that while we manually labeled the videos
from both cameras, these are labels that could be
automatically provided using computer vision (e.g., [4]).
Six Sensors and Applied features

An OBD device provided information about the status of
the vehicle (sampled at 1Hz) including longitude, latitude,

aaltitude, car speed, engin
ne RPM,
thhrottle positio
on, and fuel flow
f
rate.
T
The data were
w
transmittted via
B
Bluetooth
to
o
the
sm
martphone
rresponsible for recording traff
ffic video.
F
Four YEI 3-Space devices were
w
used,
pplaced on each
h of the driverrs’ wrists,
oon the front of the head, and top
t of the
collected
ffoot.
The
devices
innformation abo
out the drivers’ motions
uusing a tri-axiaal gyroscope, a tri-axial
aaccelerometer, and compasss sensors,
aall at 4-5 Hz. The sensor data was
trransmitted viaa Bluetooth to the other
ssmartphone. In
n addition, driv
vers wore
a BioHarness (BH) chest belt that
ccollected driveers’ physiolog
gical data
inncluding eleectrocardiogram
m, heart
rrate, respiration
n rate, body orrientation
aand activity at 20Hz
2
sampling
g rate.

Figure
F
2: Exam
mples of applied
d features from sensor data streeams – breathin
ng states
(top-lleft), road curveedness (top-righ
ht), hand deviation (bottom)

A
After time sy
yncing the seensors, all sen
nsor data weere
aaggregated, and
d their means (µ)
( and standarrd deviations (σ)
(
w
were calculated
d for every 1-second segmeent as statisticcal
ffeatures (referrred to as ‘basic’ features in
n this paper). In
aaddition, we deerived a series of additional features
f
based on
o
thhe basic featu
ures. For exam
mple, from thee OBD data we
w
dderived road cu
urvedness by tracking variatiions of longitude
aand latitude coordinates (See Figure 2 – top-righ
ht),
ccentrifugal forcces by combin
ning car speed and curvedneess
innformation, ty
ypes and gradieent of road slo
ope by using th
he
1st derivative off altitude data. From the YEI data, we derived
m
motion informaation on how much
m
each mon
nitored body paart
m
moved from th
he baseline possition (See Figu
ure 2 – bottom
m).
F
From the BH data, we quan
ntified levels and duration of
bbreathing-in, breathing-out, and
a holding-brreath states (See
F
Figure 2 – to
op-left). Thesee supplementaary features are
a
rreferred to as ‘derived’
‘
featu
ures in this pap
per. In total, we
w
hhad 100 basic features and 52
5 derived feattures (OBD: 72,
7
Y
YEI: 40, BH: 40)
4 and 5 manu
ually annotated
d features related
too traffic from videos (one caar driving statee and four trafffic
sstates around th
he vehicle – fro
ont, right, left, and
a oncoming).
D
DATA COLLEC
CTION STATU
US

O
Of our 25 driv
vers, 17 drivers successfully completed bo
oth
ddriving session
ns without any
y loss in data. The 17 driveers
ddrove for an average of 43
3m 59.2s in the
t first drivin
ng
ssession (SD = 7m 23.5s, ran
nge: 28m 42s - 54m 14s) an
nd
333m 18.3s in the
t second driv
ving session (SD = 7m 42.4
4s,
rrange: 25m 36ss - 51m 32s) on
n average. Forr the remaining
g8
ddrivers, most data loss came from Bluetooth
h disconnections
eeither when OB
BD devices were
w
accidentallly dislodged by
b
ddrivers’ kneess or when the Android
d data loggin
ng
aapplications crrashed. Occasiionally smartp
phones fell fro
om
thheir mounts orr turned enough
h to capture irrrelevant data.
W
When examiniing the sensorr data, we furrther excluded 2
ddrivers’ data. Their
T
heart ratee data containeed errors (high
her

than 2200 beats perr minutes duuring the entiire driving
sessionn). This happeened when thee BioHarness ssensor was
worn ttoo loose arounnd the driver’ss torso during tthe driving
sessionn. We did not include data from these 100 drivers in
the sennsor data analyysis although w
we did include tthem in the
analysiis of the questiionnaires and innterviews.
STATIS
STICAL ANAL
LYSIS METHO
OD

With thhe data from oour 15 remainiing drivers, wee examined
how drriver and driviing states diffeer across our fi
five driving
state
classes:
S
STEERING_ONL
LY,
ONE_HAN
ND_DRIVE_
WITH_N
NO_PI, DRIVIN
NG_I, PI, and N
NO_HAND_DRIVE
VE.
For anaalyzing the conntinuous meassures (e.g., car speed), we
conduccted a univariaate ANOVA bby using a genneral linear
model and then usedd either Tukeyy HSD or Gam
mes-Howell
as posst-hoc tests after checkinng the homoggeneity of
variancces (i.e., Leveene Statistic), w
where ηp2 wass examined
as effeect size. For orrdinal measurees (e.g., humann-annotated
data orr fixed level ddata), we conduucted the Krusskal Wallis
Test foollowed by Maann-Whitney U test as post-hooc, where r
was exxamined as efffect size. In thee analysis of L
Likert-scale
rating data, Friedmaan tests and a Wilcoxon Siggned Rank
post-hooc test were coonducted.
RESUL
LTS
Driver Activities: Fre
requency and Duration

In totaal, 53 differentt activities weere detected frrom the 15
driverss. In the remaiining analysis, we focus on 222 of these
activitiies that had a total durationn of at least 990 seconds
summeed across multtiple instancess. As shown inn Table 1,
activitiies include inteeracting with tthe air conditiooner or car
radio, operating blink
nkers or windshhield wipers, eeating food
and drrinking, drivinng with one hhand, smokingg, dancing,
changiing hand grip, resting by rem
moving both hhands from
the steeering wheel, annd so forth.

O
One-handed drriving most freequently occurrred (57.1 tim
mes
pper subject, wiith 6.9 instances for each 10
0-minute drivin
ng
ssegment; See Table 1). When total durations weere
cconsidered, sum
mmed up for each participaant and summed
oover a 10-minu
ute segment, it was also first (15.4 and 117
7.0
sseconds, respecctively). However, when rank
king these by th
he
dduration per insstance, using one’s
o
cellphonee was the longeest
((21.7 seconds)), followed by
b eating foo
od or drinkin
ng,
ssmoking, and one-handed
o
driv
ving.
Occurreence Duration (secc)
/ 10/
min / subject
subject
drive
ONE_HAND_D
DRIVE
57.1 6.9 15.4
GEAR_SHIFT
37.1 4.5
2.7
TOUCHING_SELF (e.g., face) 24.5 3.0
7.6
REST_OFF_W
WHEEL
20.6 2.5 14.7
L_BLINKER
15.7 1.9
3.9
ER
14 1.7
4.4
R_BLINKE
CAR_RADIO
9.2 1.1
5.9
ANGE
8
1.0
2.9
R_GRIP_CHA
H
HEAD_ TURNING_W
WAY_LEFT 7.3 0.9
4.2
CELLPHON
NE
6.7 0.8 13.5
L_GRIP_CHA
ANGE
6.7 0.8
1.8
H
HEAD_TURNING_W
WAY_RIGHT 5.7 0.7
2.6
GPS_PORTA
ABLE
4.5 0.5 14.3
AC_CONTROL_SW
WITCHES
3.1 0.4
1.8
BOTH_HANDS_OF
FF_DRIVE 2.3 0.3
2.2
FOOD_OR_DRINK
2.6 0.3 11.6
OTHERS_MISCELLLANEOUS
6.5
2.7 0.3
(e.g., shouting outside)
o
OTHERS_MU
USIC
2.7 0.3
1.4
1.9 0.2
SMOKING
G
1.2
WIPER_WASHER
1.7 0.2
2.9
NTS
1.1 0.1
3.5
AC_AIR_VEN
OTHERS_DA
ANCE
0.1 0.0
0.7
Driver activitties

Total

Duration
(sec / occurrence)

/ 100minn
drivee
117..0
19.00
28.55
37.22
8.66
9.44
9.55
6.33
4.88
17.66
2.00
1.99
6.55
1.00
3.00
5.99

17.0 (26)
4.2 (6.7)
9.7 (21.5)
15.0 (14.1)
4.6 (16.8)
5.6 (22)
8.6 (16.7)
6.6 (12.5)
5.5 (12.1)
21.7 (26.9)
2.5 (3.1)
2.8 (2.7)
12.1 (13.5)
2.5 (1.5)
11.0 (11)
18.8 (16.6)

3.33

9.9 (10.7)

M (SD)

16.2 (15.3)
18.3 (41.8)
7.5 (12.5)
11.7 (19.2)
11.0 (8.5)
100.4
2335.3 28.3 5.7 13.4
(199.7)

5.22
4.33
1.66
1.55
0.22

Table 1. Freq
quency and durration of 22 top--ranked driver
activities sorteed by a descend
ding order based
d on occurrencee
p
per unit, in whiich top-five mea
asures and activ
vities are in bold.

F
For most of thee driving time,, drivers used both their han
nds
((48.0%) or one hand (22.8%
%) for controllling the vehiccle
w
without any perripheral interacction (See STEE
ERING_ONLY an
nd
O
ONE_HAND_DRIV
VE_WITH_NO_P
PI in Figure 3)..
T
The time spentt in performin
ng a task is in
ndicative of usser
w
workload (e.g., [10]). Similarly, duration of a particullar
pperipheral activ
vity during driv
ving may indiccate how driveers
aare consciously
y or subconscciously estimaating interactio
on
w
workload for that
t
activity. In
n other wordss, the longer th
he
tiime spent on
n a peripherall interaction, the greater th
he
aavailability forr being interru
upted. In this study,
s
we foun
nd
thhat the average duration wass significantly different amon
ng
thhe five interacttion states (F4,44546=116.2, p = .000). The paiirw
wise differencee between eacch state was siignificant in th
he
ppost-hoc test with
w the excep
ption of the du
urations between
O
ONE_HAND_DRIV
VE_WITH_NO_P
PI and NO_HAN
ND_ DRIVE (See
F
Figure 3 – two
o rightmost barrs). This impliies that althoug
gh

Figgure 3: Averagee time duration
n of drivers' inteeraction
stattes. *p<.001 com
mpared with ST
TEERING ONL
LY states.

driverss did not actuaally execute anyy peripheral acctivity, one
handedd driving is a ddistinct state frrom using bothh hands for
steerinng. Similarly, tthere was no ddiscernible disstinction in
duratioons between onne handed andd no-handed driving. We
will disscuss this findiing later in thee paper.
Driverr activities thatt correspondedd to the drivingg task (e.g.,
turningg on blinkers)) were complleted in 2.4 sseconds on
averagge, while perripheral interaactions lasted for 10.6
secondds (DRIVING_I and PI in Figuure 3).
Driving
g States: Car Speed and Ro
oad Condition
ns

The O
OBD data streaams revealed tthat drivers siignificantly
regulatted car speed while perform
ming peripheraal activities
or takin
ing both handss off the steerinng wheel (See Figure 4 –
the leeft-most bar in each grouup). Compareed to the
STEERI
ING_ONLY statee, car speed was reduced to 60% while
peripheeral interactionns were perforrmed (PI statee in Figure
4), andd almost reducced completelyy (slower thann 3.0km/h)
while ddriving withouut either hand oon the steering wheel.
When drivers were in either of tthese two slow
wer states,
enginee RPM was siggnificantly low
wer and the prooportion of
time spent on flaatter roads ((i.e., low graades) was
significcantly higher, compared to tthe STEERING_
_ONLY state.
In partticular, as indiccated by  forr the right-mosst two bars
of Figuure 4, drivers were on flattter and less cuurvy roads
while driving with both hands off the steerring wheel
(statisttically significaant when comppared to each oof the other
states).. Interestingly,, one-handed ddriving was peerformed at
consid erably high sppeeds, without necessarily beeing on flat

Figurre 4: Driving staates and road coonditions. *p<.0001 versus
STE
EERING_ONLY states; p<.0011 versus all otheer states.

oor straight road
ds.
T
These findingss imply that driving statuss for the PI or
N
NO_HAND_DRIVE
VE states are most
m
similar. In
n addition, they
rrepresent the moments
m
when the driver is liikely to be mo
ore
innterruptible. However,
H
we do not inclu
ude one-handed
ddriving in this group. The driiving state and
d road conditions
w
were different for
f ONE_HAND_
_DRIVE_WITH_N
NO_PI.
IIn addition, when
w
examinin
ng how driverrs accelerate or
ddecelerate acro
oss the five stattes, we see thaat drivers tend to
ddrive at moree consistent sp
peeds during PI (47.8%) or
N
NO_HAND_DRIVE
VE (73.7%) staates than in the ONE_HAND
D_
D
DRIVE_WITH_NO
NO_PI state (24..6%) (Figure 5).
Figuree 6: Driver bodyy motion revealled in sensor daata streams.
* p<.01 in everyy pair of the fivve interaction sttates.

driverss are more inteerruptible thann in the remainning states.
Howevver, interruptibbility while onee-handed driving without
any peeripheral interractions is still unclear sinnce driver
physioological states are similar tto the two innterruptible
states and the baselline, but the driving statess and road
conditiions differed siignificantly.

F
Figure 5: Time proportion of acceleration,
a
deeceleration, and
constant speed acrross whole driving.
D
Driver State: Body
B
Motion and
a Physiological States

T
The deviation of
o gravity meassures from the STEERING_ONL
LY
bbody pose weree significantly different for every
e
pair of th
he
ffive states accross every body element (Figure 6). In
pparticular, the right hand movement
m
was distinct wheen
pperforming driv
ving or peripheral activities (2nd and 3rd baars
ffrom the top). Head movem
ment was largeer when drivin
ng
w
while taking bo
oth hands or on
ne hand off th
he steering wheeel
w
without perform
ming any periipheral activitiies (bottom tw
wo
bbars in Figure 6).
6
D
Drivers’ breath
hing states and
d heart rate also
a
significanttly
vvaried across the five inteeraction states (F5,34693=6.8
80,
pp=.000 and F5,336565 = 215.0, p=.000,
p
respecttively; Figure 7).
7
IInterestingly, for
f NO_HAND_D
DRIVE, drivers’’ heart rate was
w
ssimilarly low as the resting
g heart rate captured in th
he
bbaseline session
n where no driiving was perfo
ormed (bottom
m2
bbars from Figure 7). Allso, the heaart rate durin
ng
O
ONE_HAND_DRIV
VE_WITH_NO_P
PI state was sim
milar to PI, but
b
nnot to NO_HAND
D_DRIVE or basseline. The du
uration of driveers
hholding their breath was not statisticcally significaant
((F5,4467=1.99, p=.075).
p
Ratheer, durations for
f inhaling an
nd
eexhaling weree significantlly longer fo
or the PI or
N
NO_HAND_DRIVE
VE states, and similar
s
to wheen resting in th
he
bbaseline session
n.
O
Overall, driveer physiologiccal states forr the PI an
nd
N
NO_HAND_DRIVE
VE states are mo
ost similar to th
he resting statees.
W
We therefore confirm th
hat from ou
ur analysis of
pphysiological states, driving
g states and road
r
condition
ns,

hysiological states revealed in ssensor data
Figuree 7: Drivers’ ph
streams. *p<.01 versus STEER
RING_ONLY staates.
Identiffying Opportunities for interruptions

Given the statistical differences accross the five interaction
states, and particularrly between thhe more interruuptible and
less innterruptible sttates, we now
w seek to auttomatically
identify
fy opportune moments ffor driver innterruption.
Specifi
fically, we wannt to build a classifier that accurately
detectss or predicts intterruptibility every second.
To buuild this claassifier, we ccombined thee PI and
NO_HAN
ND_DRIVE stattes into a siingle class reepresenting
interrupted
instancces
when
drivers
ccan
be
(INTER
RRUPTIBILE). We correspoondingly combbined data
from thhe remaining classes into thhe LESS_INTER
RRUPTIBLE
class; nnote that we ddo not call thiss “Uninterrupttible” since
we cannnot know withh absolute certtainty that drivvers are not

innterruptible du
uring these in
nteraction statees, but just th
hat
thhey are likely to
t be less so.
F
For this binary
y classification
n problem, wee used a rando
om
fforest classifierr, which runs efficiently on large databasses
ssuch as our sensor
s
data. We
W also hand
dled unbalanced
cclasses using sttratified 10-folld cross validaation where each
ffold contains approximatelly the same percentage of
ssamples from each
e
target classs as the compllete set, and then
aapplied differeent sample weeights based on the ratio of
ssamples that belong
b
to eacch class. We automated th
his
pprocedure for each
e
driver and
d for each fold.
O
Our populatiion-based cllassifier had an averag
ge
cclassification accuracy
a
of 94.3%
9
classifiication accuracy
aacross the datta from all 15
5 drivers (SD
D=0.3%, averag
ge
pprecision and recall:
r
0.94 and
d 0.89, respectiively). From our
o
innitial list of 14
43 features, caar speed (OBD
D, km/h), engin
ne
R
RPM, GPS beaaring, centrifug
gal features, an
nd the movemeent
oof the right han
nd deviating frrom the baselin
ne position weere
rrank-ordered ass the most important featuress, along with tw
wo
hhuman-annotations about th
he car movem
ment states (to
oprranked feature)) and the frontt traffic (7th-ran
nked). While we
w
bbelieve that these human an
nnotations coulld be automateed
w
with today’s image
i
processsing technolog
gies, we built a
ssecond classifier that did no
ot use any hum
man annotation
ns.
T
The classificatiion accuracy dropped
d
by onlly 2.2% (92.1%
%,
SSD=0.2). This means that the
t binary staates representin
ng
ddriver interrupttibility can be discriminated accurately eveery
ssecond using seensor data only
y.
N
Next, we examined the peerformance off the individu
ual
m
models for eaach of our fifteen
fi
drivers,, to investigaate
inndividual diffeerence in whicch features weere most helpfful
aand whether su
uch models need to be personaalized.
P
Promisingly, the
t
average classification
c
accuracy
a
of th
he
inndividual mod
dels of our drrivers was 94.9% on averag
ge
((SD=2.6%, ran
nge: 90.2% from
m 98.2%), alm
most the same as
thhe population model (94.3%
%) Accuracy for
f every driv
ver
w
was greater thaan 90% (See Figure 8).
H
However, the recall rate (i.e., the fracttion of relevaant
innstances that are
a retrieved = the percentagee of interruptib
ble
m
moments correectly classified
d as being in
nterruptible) had
ssome individuaal differences. Five of our drrivers (driver 05,
0
110, 11, 21, and
d 23) had recalll rates lower than
t
80%, whiile
thhe precision rates (i.e., the fraction of rettrieved instancces
thhat are relevan
nt = the percen
ntage of momeents identified as
innterruptible th
hat were actuaally interruptib
ble) were fairrly
cconsistent alon
ng with the classification
c
accuracy acro
oss
eevery driver.
W
We then focuseed on the top fifteen
f
featuress for each driv
ver
thhat contributed
d to classificatiion accuracy, to
t identify whicch
ffeatures were commonly
c
used
d in the indiviidual models. Of
O
thhe 143 featurees, 46 featuress were chosen
n in at least on
ne
ddriver’s list of top
t fifteen feattures (23 from OBD device, 21
2
ffrom the body
y-worn sensorrs, and 2 fro
om the humaanaannotated data). Similar to the population
n model, engin
ne

Figuree 8: The classificcation perform
mance of individu
ual models
foor our fifteen drrivers.

RPM, car speed (OBD, km/hh), and car movement
annotaation features were identifi
fied again as important
featurees for more thaan ten of our ddrivers. However, unlike
in our group model,, heart rate, fooot and body trunk/torso
motionn were also im
mportant for five drivers, centrifugal
force ffor seven driveers and the front traffic annootation data
for onlly six drivers.
DICUS
SSION

In this section, we diiscuss our findding on drivingg states, the
featurees that contribbuted to our m
model, and ourr ability to
detect m
moments of innterruptibility. W
We use these tto point out
opportu
tunities for fuuture research that can buiild on the
contribbutions of this ppaper.
Driver and Driving s
states

Our seensor data revvealed that driivers perform peripheral
activitiies when expeeriencing lower workload. Similar to
drivingg without holdding the steerinng wheel, drivvers tend to
initiatee peripheral innteractions at a near constantt car speed
on faairly flat andd straight rooads. Furtherr, drivers’
physioological signalls were similar to those dduring the
restingg states in thee baseline sesssion. This im
mplies that
driverss may defer prrocessing perippheral tasks until they are
experieencing lower mental worklooad, confirminng findings
reporteed in prior interrruption studiees (e.g., [22]).
An intteresting situatiion is when drrivers use onlyy one hand
but doo not perform any peripheraal activity witth the idle
hand. In general, drrivers’ physiollogical responnses during
this staate implied low
wer driver woorkload, closerr to that of
perform
ming peripherral interactionn. However, thhe driving
states for one-handeed driving weere much morre dynamic
than w
when perform
ming peripheraal interactions. Drivers
either accelerated orr decelerated w
without avoidiing curved
when using botth hands to
roads, and more ofteen even than w
This provides an interestingg hypothesis thhat drivers
steer. T
may h ave extra cognnitive capacityy to deal with peripheral
interacctions. It is unnclear whetherr this “extra” ccapacity is
actuallly in use for tthe driving taask, for enjoyiing an idle
momennt without innitiating peripheral activitiees. In our
future w
work, we will investigate thiis issue.

Indicative sensor data features

The derived features used to create our classifiers had more
discriminative power than the simple statistical (basic)
features. For example, the centrifugal feature created with a
combination of car speed and road curvedness (more
precisely, the square of car velocity divided by the road
curvedness feature not considering driver weight) was
ranked as the 5th most important in the population model
and was in the top-15 features for 7 of the drivers’
individual models. If we incorporated the gravity variation
coming from the road slope or the driver’s seating pose, this
new feature could be even more powerful.
Similarly, the derived physiological responses (e.g.,
breathing rates) and road attributes (e.g., categorized slope
levels) had statistical differences between driver’s
interaction states. However, they did not explicitly
contribute to building high performance classification
models. Only two basic features, heart rate (in top-15 list
for five drivers) and electrocardiography amplitude (ranked
12th in the group model) highly contributed to the
classification accuracy.
To explore how to limit the obtrusiveness of our sensing
system, we examined the relative values of the different
sensors. For building either the group or individual models
for predicting driving interruptibility, the most important
features come from the cameras and vehicle movement
sensors, except for the right hand motion (which could be
detected via camera rather than worn sensor). For
individual models, though, data from the physiological
sensors was also valuable. It is possible that this body part
motion could contribute to the group model as well,
particularly if combined across body parts or with the car
motion. We leave these refinements to future work.
Detecting Driving Interruptibility

In this study, we presented promising evidence that driving
interruptibility can be accurately assessed in real-time using
sensor data streams, independent of human-annotated
information. Further, our results also show that accurate
personalized models can be constructed from only 2 driving
sessions.
However, individual models for a few drivers (i.e., driver
05, 10, 11, 21, and 23) provide insufficient performance in
correctly detecting driving interruptibility. Their recall was
75.3% (SD=6%) on average and the precision was 89.0%
(SD=1.9%, indicating 11% false discovery rate). This
(roughly) implies that one in four known opportunities for
interruptions was missed. It also implies that one in ten
times the driver was predicted to be interruptible, she was
not. This could lead to risky driving situations, although
arguably no worse than our current driving situation in
which interruptions arrive unmediated to drivers. Given our
finding that in a 10-minute driving window, approximately
7 and 3 minutes belong to the LESS_INTERRUPTIBLE and
INTERRUPTIBLE states, respectively, this equates to drivers
being interrupted when not interruptible for 42 seconds and

missing opportunities for interrupting the driver for 45, over
each 10 minute segment of driving. The performance of
these individual models should be improved to be used in
practice, but our results are already very promising. We
may need longer-term data collections from these
individuals or more personalized features (e.g., route
familiarity or habitual behaviors in the car) to improve the
individual model classification accuracy.
Overall, our models performed quite well in identifying
moments when the driver is in the NO_HAND_DRIVE or the
PI states. While we equated this to the driver being
INTERRUPTIBLE, it could be the case that drivers in one of
the other states (particularly one-handed driving) could
have additional opportunities for being interrupted. In the
future, we would like to more thoroughly investigate
driver’s interruptibility in situations when they are not
performing peripheral activities and not driving no-handed.
CONCLUSION

Nowadays, technology is giving us the ability to interact
with information anywhere and anytime, even in the car
while driving. Whether it is appropriate to interact with
information depends a lot on the current driving situation
and the driver state. In this paper, we sought to understand
these situations and states particularly when drivers engage
in peripheral interactions, actions not related to the primary
task of driving the car, as they indicate opportunities to
interact with information. In particular, we collected sensor
and human-annotated driving data from 15 drivers and
demonstrated that we could build a machine learning
classifier that determined when they were interruptible with
94% accuracy. We discussed the features that contributed to
this high accuracy and suggested directions for identifying
features to improve on our classifier.
In continuing this work, we have a number of goals. First,
we will collect additional data to confirm that our results
generalize across a wider driving population and work to
build models and apply features that more consistently
perform across drivers and for the nuances of specific
drivers. Second, with this accurate classifier, and relatively
easy-to-deploy system, we can now investigate how to
mediate interruptions to drivers. We plan to conduct
another field study where we push interruptions at different
timings to assess the real-world impact of being able to
detect interruptible moments while driving. These
interruptions will differ in terms of their temporal urgency,
relevance to the driving tasks, and overall importance.
Third, we plan to develop generalized guidelines for
designing intelligent interruption systems for drivers. We
will use these improved models and understanding to
identify the attributes of opportune moments detected (e.g.,
expected duration, expected level of driver engagement).
For example, a relevant local advertisement should impose
a short interruption during an opportune moment; if a driver
has extended interruptibility, interruptions such as an
alternate route/highway exit to take can be delivered.

Fourth, we plan to apply our technology to identify
breakpoint moments for prompting drivers to safely
participate in experience sampling while driving, which will
support others doing driving-related research in naturalistic
driving situations.
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